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Abstract
This article investigates the feminisation of local politics. Starting from the obser‐
vation that the representation of women in local electoral politics lags behind the
regional and federal level, and taking into account the relevance of local party
branches in the recruitment and selection of candidates for elections, we examine
the extent to which there is an ‘internal’ feminisation of local party branches and
how this links to the ‘external’ feminisation of local electoral politics. Based on sur‐
veys among local party chairs, the article maps patterns of feminisation over time
and across parties, investigates problems local branches encounter in the recruit‐
ment of candidates for local elections, and analyses the (attitudes towards the)
measures taken to further the integration of women in local electoral politics. We
conclude that internal and external feminisation do not always go hand in hand
and that local politics continues to be a male-dominated political biotope.
Keywords: local politics, local party branches, local elections, gender quotas, Bel‐
gium.
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In the latest 2018 Belgian local elections, 39% of those elected were women. That
is slightly more than the 36% elected in the previous local elections back in 2012.
This data confirms a trend we can witness since the late 1980s for all political lev‐
els in Belgium: the share of women elected was very low for decades, increased
steadily in the period 1994-2006 after the implementation of the gender quotas,
and then kept increasing, though at a slower pace (see also Table 1). It is, none‐
theless, interesting to observe that the number of women elected at the local level
in Belgium is lower than at the other electoral levels. At the recent 2019 elections,
47% of the candidates elected on lists for the Flemish Parliament were women,
44% in the case of the Parliament of the Brussels Capital Region, 41% in the case
of the Walloon Parliament and the federal House of Representatives, and 36% in
the case of the Parliament of the German Community.1 Only the latter does
worse than the local level. This data hides differences among municipalities but
nonetheless seems to reflect a rather closed local political level unwilling to
address gender equality at the same rhythm as other electoral levels do (Celis,
Erzeel & Meier, 2013; Meier, 2007, 2008; Meier & Verlet, 2008a, 2008b, 2011).
This is all the more interesting as the local political level is often presented as
being most apt to experiment with new forms of democratic organisation and
democratic renewal (Caluwaerts, Reuchamps & Brans, 2013).
This puzzle is taken as a starting point to explore gender (in)equality in local
politics in Belgium (and, more precisely, Flanders) from the perspective of local
party branches, using data from the 2018 RepResent Local Chairs Survey, in com‐
bination with two earlier editions of this Survey (2006, 2012) (Buelens, Rihoux &
Deschouwer, 2008; Deschouwer, Verthé & Rihoux, 2013). Local party branches
are crucial players in the political arena. They act as gatekeepers in the recruit‐
ment and selection of candidates for local office, offer a direct linkage to citizens,
bridge the local and higher political levels and serve as training grounds for party
members with political ambition (Clark, 2004). Given their relevance, in combina‐
tion with the lagging behind of the local electoral level, it is important to scruti‐
nise local party branches.
We do so by investigating the ‘feminisation’ of local party branches, a concept
developed by Childs and Webb (2011). Feminisation refers to the integration of
women in political parties, either as party members, executives or party leaders
(which we label ‘internal’ feminisation) or as candidates and elected representa‐
tives in electoral politics (which we label ‘external’ feminisation). In this article,
we are interested in the question of how both forms of feminisation are
connected and how, in particular, the ‘internal’ feminisation of local party
branches might help us to better understand the ‘external’ feminisation of local
electoral politics. More precisely, we examine: i) to what extent local party
branches are (internally) feminised and whether and how this is linked to ii) the
recruitment problems they encounter for political candidates and iii) their sup‐
port for, and adoption of, measures to promote gender equality among these can‐
didates. Three clarifications are in place at this point. First, our measurement of
‘external’ feminisation focuses more on parties’ experiences, perceptions and
structural measures of feminisation than on the actual numbers of elected men
and women,2 which was in line with the ambitions of the Local Chairs Survey.
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Second, although we study the link between internal and external feminisation,
and assume that this link is causal, we refrain from drawing too firm conclusions
on the unidirectional nature of this causal link. In reality, it is likely that pro‐
cesses of internal and external feminisation mutually affect each other; yet this is
something that we could not test with the available data and therefore falls out‐
side the scope of this article. Finally, and linked to the foregoing, it goes without
saying that many factors influence the actual numerical presence of women in
local politics and might impact the lagging behind of the local level as compared
with the others, among which the internal feminisation of local party branches is
but one. Nonetheless, as in Belgium, the same proportional list system and gen‐
der quotas apply to all electoral levels, these institutional factors can herewith be
put aside.
In the next two sections, we address the state of the art on the role of gender
in local (party) politics and provide an overview of the representation of women
in Belgian local politics. The third section discusses the methods and data on
which our further investigation is based. In the three following sections, we
present our findings. The fourth section describes the internal feminisation of
local parties. The fifth section examines problems local party branches encounter
in the recruitment of candidates for elections. The sixth section analyses the (atti‐
tudes towards the) measures taken to further promote the external feminisation
of local politics. The conclusion sums up the main findings and defines roads for
future research.
1 Gender in Local Politics: A State of the Art
When we turn to the literature on gender in local politics, an overall observation
is that research on the topic is scarce (Pini & McDonald, 2011). While the overall
literature on the position of women in politics has burgeoned over the last two
decades (for a good overview, see Childs & Lovenduski, 2013), we find less on the
local level. Moreover, the existing literature on the gender gap in local politics
predominantly focuses on female mayors, covering mainly Australia or the USA
(Pini, 2007; Smith, Reingold & Owens, 2012). These studies show that a variety
of factors, ranging from the macro to the micro level, shape women’s position in
local politics. There is, however, comparatively less work on Europe, and if there
is, it covers the impact of macro-level factors rather than providing a clear picture
on the ground (although there are exceptions, see Hedlund, 1988). In what fol‐
lows, we first offer an overview of existing research on gender in local politics,
before delving deeper into the main focus of this article, namely the role of par‐
ties in women’s political representation.
The existing literature on gender and local politics touches on gendered
inroads to elected office and local politics as a masculine political biotope.
Together, these studies show that macro-level factors linked to the institutional,
political and socio-economic context as well as micro-level factors linked to sup‐
ply- and demand-side considerations shape the overall conditions for women’s
presence in local politics.
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European studies on the topic centre mostly on the macro level, focussing,
first of all, on how electoral rules and the adoption of gender quotas influence
women’s electoral chances. Together, these studies show that, similar to what is
found at the national level, more open electoral systems such as proportional list
systems, and high district and party magnitude, are more favourable for achieving
a gender balance. Similarly, gender quotas, when they are effectively designed
with placement mandates and strict sanctions and well adapted to the electoral
system, impact positively on the number of women elected (Holli, 2011; Magin,
2011; Meier & Verlet, 2008b; Ransford & Thomson, 2011; Sundström & Stock‐
emer, 2015). Equally important is the socio-economic and socio-demographic
situation in the municipality, including the level of female labour force participa‐
tion, the size of the municipality and the degree of urbanisation (Smith et al.,
2012; Sundström & Stockemer, 2015). Smith et al. (2012), studying American cit‐
ies, for instance, found that a larger size of city and a more liberal background is
helpful in getting women elected. In a similar vein, Pini (2007) found that female
mayors in Australian rural areas face rather hegemonic masculine political arenas,
making it difficult for them to get elected and – once elected – to establish their
position as mayor.
At the micro level, dynamics of supply and demand play a role (Norris &
Lovenduski, 1993a, 1993b). The supply of female candidates and their decision
(not) to run for office is shaped by a variety of factors, including constraints on
resources (e.g. money, time); self-perceived qualifications/experience and viabil‐
ity; (negative) perceptions of electoral politics; gender differences in political
ambition; and gendered dynamics of candidate emergence (Josefsson, 2020; Law‐
less & Fox, 2010; Norris & Lovenduski, 1993a, 1993b; Piscopo & Kenny, 2020).
Studying mayors in a broad range of countries across Europe, Johansson (2006)
found that a crucial source for female mayors, more than for their male collea‐
gues, was their embedment within a ‘political community’. Female mayors were
more often than their male colleagues socialised in a political family and more
often occupied a position in their party (Johansson, 2006). Carroll and Sanbon‐
matsu (2010), focussing on American mayors, confirm this finding and show that
female mayors had more political experience than male mayors when they ran for
municipal office (Carroll & Sanbonmatsu, 2010). The family context also plays a
role as a source of encouragement/discouragement for future female mayors. In
their studies, Briggs (2000) and Carroll and Sanbonmatsu (2010) found that sup‐
port by the partner is considered important by both male and female mayors in
Canada, the UK and USA, but that women faced more discouragement from part‐
ners and family than men did. Recent research in Flanders (Emery, Meier & Mor‐
telmans, 2018) and Sweden (Johansson Sevä & Öun, 2019) shows that local
women politicians face higher levels of work-family conflict and spend more
energy and time on coordinating family life than their male colleagues, although
this also depends on the way the welfare state regulates dependence on spouses
and family for income and care facilities (Johansson, 2006).
Demand-side factors, and, in particular, the gatekeeping role played by politi‐
cal parties, have so far received the least attention in studies on gender and local
politics. This absence can be partly explained by the predominant focus on may‐
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ors in previous research but also by the small role parties play in some contexts.
However, in ‘partitocracies’ like Belgium, parties are as crucial for understanding
the gendered dynamics of candidate nomination in both local and national set‐
tings (Leyenaar, 2004; Mügge, Runderkamp & Kranendonk, 2019; Norris &
Lovenduski, 1993b). From previous research based on national elections, it fol‐
lows that a variety of party-related factors, including party ideology, party organi‐
sational rules and gendered practices, affect women’s presence on candidate lists,
albeit in different degrees (Kittilson, 2006; Norris & Lovenduski, 1993a). Regard‐
ing party ideology, a common finding is that left-wing parties are more likely than
right-wing parties to recruit female candidates and to support women-friendly
policies, although there is evidence that this holds particularly for ‘new left’ par‐
ties (Kittilson, 2006) and that (at least some) rightist parties might be ‘catching
up’ (Erzeel & Celis,2016; Norris & Lovenduski, 1993a). The composition of selec‐
torates also plays a role. Some studies show that party elites prefer candidates
like themselves, which Niven (1998) has called the ‘in-group effect’. When selec‐
torates disproportionally consist of men, this disadvantages women as they are
more likely to be treated as ‘outgroups’ and as less likeable and reliable candi‐
dates. This ‘outgroup effect’ can be countered by having more ‘active women’ in
the party, as Kittilson (2006) has argued, or by adopting specific measures such as
internal party quotas to redress structural gender inequalities within parties.
However, even in these latter cases, informal gendered recruitment practices and
gender-biased notions of what makes a ‘competent’ candidate still risk hindering
women’s access to power (Bjarnegård, 2013; Murray, 2015). In that sense, more
research is needed on the considerations of party elites when it comes to the
nomination of candidates at the local level. This article is aimed at making such a
contribution.
In our empirical analyses, we therefore focus on the ‘feminisation’ of local
party branches. The terminology of ‘feminisation’ ties back to Childs and Webb’s
(2011) work and captures the extent to which political parties promote the inte‐
gration of women in the party. In that sense, we study what they label ‘descrip‐
tive’ feminisation, leaving aside the ‘substantive’ dimension of feminisation (i.e.
the integration of women’s concerns at the party level). Childs and Webb (2011),
furthermore, distinguish between feminist and feminised political parties. While
both types of parties promote the integration of women, feminist parties also put
forward a gender equality-promoting perspective regarding its own organisation
as well as the societal project it strives for. In our study, we include both types of
parties. Moreover, we make a distinction between what we label ‘internal’ and
‘external’ feminisation. The former relates to the integration of women in local
party branches, as party leaders, executive members or rank-and-file members.
The latter refers to the integration of women as candidates and, in particular, the
existence of rules and practices supporting the integration of female candidates
in local electoral politics. Our main goal is to first map patterns of internal party
feminisation and then examine whether they are in some way linked to parties’
external feminisation. We thus hope to further our understanding of how
demand-side factors shape the political representation of women in local politics
and the role played by ‘active women’ in the party (see Kittilson, 2006). However,
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while the focus in this manuscript is on the demand side, we concur with recent
studies that supply and demand dynamics are in many ways interconnected
(Josefsson, 2020; Piscopo & Kenny, 2020). In a recent article, Josefsson (2020:
61), for instance, shows that candidate selection procedures shape and ‘gender’
the meaning of political ambition. Investigating the initiatives deployed by local
parties, as we do in this article, therefore, sheds light not only on the demand
side, but also on the supply side, as it provides for a clearer understanding of how
local party branches perceive the supply side of the political process, how they
eventually perceive men and women candidates differently and how this may fos‐
ter gendered recruitment and selection practices.
2 The Representation of Women in Belgian Local Politics
Compared with other European countries, the promotion of women’s representa‐
tion came rather late in Belgium, despite its proportional representation (PR)-list
electoral system (Meier, 2012). The feminisation of formal politics in the Nether‐
lands, for instance, took off more than a decade earlier than in Belgium (Old‐
ersma, 2002). However, despite its slower start, there is a general tendency
towards a stronger institutionalisation of gender in political life, particularly
through the use of legally binding gender quotas. Belgium was the first country in
the world to impose strict gender quotas by law for all electoral levels. The first
gender quota acts for electoral lists (the ‘Smet-Tobback’ law), adopted in 1994,
specified that all candidate lists must not present more than two-thirds of candi‐
dates of either sex. The second gender quota acts, adopted in 2002 and still appli‐
cable today in Flanders, stipulated that candidate lists should consist of an equal
number of men and women and that the top two positions on each list must be
occupied by candidates of different sexes. Furthermore, both in Brussels and Wal‐
lonia (the organisation of local elections falls under the remit of the regions), a
zipper principle applies to the entire list of candidates, which means that male
and female candidates fully alternate on the list of effective candidates and sub‐
stitutes. With this zipper principle, the Brussels and Walloon quotas belong to the
most far-reaching gender quotas worldwide.
As the gender quota stipulations have increasingly become more stringent
since the 1990s, the numbers of women in local politics have also increased over
the years, as shown in Table 1. Whereas in 1988, the last local elections before the
introduction of gender quotas, barely 14% of women were elected, this figure rose
to 39% in the latest local elections of 2018. However, while the gender quotas did
play a role in facilitating women’s access to elected office because of efficient
sanctions (i.e. parties not complying with the quotas are not allowed to partici‐
pate in elections), the increase in women’s presence cannot solely or entirely be
attributed to the direct effects of the quota laws. The effects of these rules still
depend on district/party magnitude. A high percentage of women on the lists of
candidates bear fruit in larger circumscriptions, and the zipper principle at the
top of each list has the most impact in small circumscriptions (Meier, 2012; Sliwa,
Meier & Thijssen, 2011).
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Table 1 Women candidates/elected/councillors/aldermen/mayors in local
elections 1988-2018
Brussels Flanders Wallonia Total Belgium
1988 no gender quotas imposed by law
Candidates




1994 temporary gender quotas of at least 25% candidates of the under-represented sex
Candidates 40% 32% 31% 32%
Elected 28% 20% 18% 20%
Councillors 20%
Aldermen 23% 15% 10% 13%
Mayors 11% 5% 5% 5%
2000 gender quotas of at least 33% candidates of the under-represented sex
Candidates 44% 39% 40% 40%
Elected 38% 27% 26% 27%
Councillors 37% 27% 26% 31%
Aldermen 31% 20% 18% 20%
Mayors 16% 8% 8% 8%
2006* gender quotas of 50% of candidates of each sex and zipper principle for first two (Brus-
sels and Wallonia) or three (Flanders) list positions
Elected 42% 33% 32% 33%
Councillors 40% 34% 24% 33%
Aldermen 38% 31% 28% 31%
Mayors 16% 9% 9% 10%
2012* gender quotas of 50% of candidates of each sex and zipper principle for first two list
positions
Elected 41% 36% 35% 36%
Councillors 43% 36% 36% 36%
Aldermen 40% 33% 30% 32%
Mayors 5% 13% 13% 12%
2018 * gender quotas of 50% of candidates of each sex and zipper principle for entire list
(Brussels and Wallonia) or first two (Flanders) list positions
Elected 49% 38% 39% 39%
Councillors 47% 38%
Aldermen 41% 38%
Mayors 5% 14% 18%** 15%**
empty cells = data not available; *candidates not mentioned as per definition 50%; **own data.
Source: Meier 2007; https://igvm-iefh.belgium.be/nl/activiteiten/politiek/cijfers (at 28 November
2019).
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Similarly to the numbers of women elected, the numbers of women aldermen
and mayors have increased over the years, though at a slower pace (see Table 1).
Back in 1988, 10% of the aldermen and 4% of the mayors were women. In the
aftermath of the latest local elections of 2018, 41% and 38% of the aldermen are
women in, respectively, Brussels and Flanders (the Walloon authorities were not
able to provide for that data). However, women still do not make up more than
15% of the mayors across Belgium. In sum, Belgian local electoral politics under‐
went a feminisation over time, lagging behind the evolution taking place at the
other electoral levels, but nonetheless following a similar pattern: initial increases
stagnate once high numbers of women are reached; but the higher one climbs the
political ladder, the lower the number of women, which is especially clear when
we look at the position of mayors.
3 Methods and Data
The data presented in the previous section reveal some patterns in the ‘external’
feminisation of Flemish local parties. In the rest of the article, we will dig deeper
and shed light on (the interplay between) internal and external feminisation. We
do so in the following sections by sketching patterns in the level of ‘internal’ fem‐
inisation of the Flemish local parties (Section 4) and by investigating whether this
goes hand in hand with gendered recruitment problems (Section 5) and structural
measures to promote women in politics (Section 6). To address these questions,
we primarily draw on data from the RepResent Local Chairs Survey 2018, but also
include data from two previous Local Chairs Surveys (2006, 2012) (Buelens,
Rihoux & Deschouwer, 2008; Deschouwer, Verthé & Rihoux, 2013) to present an
evolution over time in Section 4. The Local Chair Survey is conducted every six
years among the chairpersons of the municipal branches of Belgian national par‐
ties during the local elections. Included in the survey are all municipal branches of
the national parties irrespective of the name they used on the ballot, thereby
excluding only genuinely local parties that ran in one municipality only. For the
most recent survey in 2018, the local branches’ chairs were invited to participate
in an online survey in Summer 2018, a few months before the 14 October local
elections. The contact addresses were obtained from the national parties’ central
offices. Among others, chairpersons were asked about the (local) party’s organisa‐
tion, activities, recruitment and selection strategies and for their opinion on a
number of issues. We refer to the Introduction of this Special Issue (Wauters,
Otjes & van Haute, 2020) for more detailed information on the survey methodol‐
ogy.
For this article, the analysis is restricted to the answers of the respondents
chairing a Flemish local party, active in either Flanders (N = 405) or the Brussels
Capital Region (N = 19). The major party families are included: the green party,
Groen (N = 74), the social democratic party, Sp.a (N = 93), the Christian demo‐
cratic party, CD&V (N = 108), the liberal party, Open VLD (N = 31), the regional‐
ist/conservative party, N-VA (N = 86), and the radical right party, Vlaams Belang
(N = 34). These parties represent the major party families in Flanders and reflect
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different ideological streams: Groen and Sp.a are (centre-)left parties, CD&V is a
centre party, Open VLD and N-VA are (centre-)right parties and Vlaams Belang is
radical right. Given the low response rate among some of the French-speaking
parties (most notably the green party Ecolo and socialist party PS), they were not
included in the analysis. Furthermore, we also decided to exclude the answers
from the local chairs of PVDA, the Flemish radical left party, as the sample size is
not large enough to draw any conclusions.
The first part of the analysis in Section 4 sketches the evolution in the degree
of feminisation in the parties’ leadership, executive committees and membership
bases. For these analyses, we use data from the Local Chairs Surveys of 2006,
2012 and 2018. First, data on the gender of the party chairs was mostly directly
derived from the Local Chairs Survey, as most of the surveys were answered by
the local party chairs, and respondents were asked to indicate their gender. How‐
ever, in some cases the survey was filled out by another person (e.g. a member of
the executive committee, the head of list candidate, and so forth). For these cases,
we collected information on the gender of the local party chair ourselves from
local party websites and social media accounts. The latter was possible only for
2018, as this information could not be traced back for 2006 and 2012. Our analy‐
ses for these two years are therefore limited to the answers of those respondents
who indicated that they chaired the party themselves. Second, and in relation to
the executive committees and party membership base, local chairs were asked to
indicate how many of the total number of executive committee members and the
total number of party members of their respective local branches were women. It
is worth noting that across the surveys, not all respondents managed to recall the
number of (female) members equally well. This resulted in a low response rate for
the survey question on female party members (37%) compared with the question
on female executive members (89%). Moreover, since we could assume that party
chairs who know and monitor the numbers of female members also pay more
attention to gender issues (and arguably, to achieving a gender balance in the
local branch), this might be seen as a shortcoming of the study and also means
that the findings regarding party members should be interpreted with caution.
The fact that different questions were part of several versions of the Local
Chairs Survey enabled us to present an (albeit, limited) evolution over time. We
take 2006 as the starting point for this analysis, since more stringent quota
regulations were for the first time applied during the 2006 local elections. Data
can only be considered at the aggregated level, given that we do not know
whether the same respondents completed the questionnaires over the years.
In Sections 5 and 6 of the analysis, the interplay between internal and exter‐
nal party feminisation is studied. Owing to a lack of data, these sections do not
involve a comparison over time but only rely on the answers collected in 2018.
Section 5 focuses on problems regarding the recruitment of candidates. Local
chairpersons were asked to indicate whether they face one or more of four prob‐
lems related to the recruitment of candidates and to specify whether this holds
for male candidates and/or female candidates3: ‘There is lack of interest in a polit‐
ical career’, ‘Politics has a bad name’, ‘Few people recognise themselves in the
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party’ and ‘Few candidates present themselves spontaneously’. Respondents
could tick multiple boxes if multiple problems presented themselves.
Section 6 explores the attitudes of local party chairs towards gender quotas
and the extent to which parties have adopted other, more far-reaching, measures
to promote a gender balance on local lists. In order to do so, we look at party
chairs’ responses to two questions asking whether they think the government or
the national party leadership can impose binding quota regulations for women
(‘yes’ or ‘no’)4. We also analyse the chairpersons’ responses to questions asking
whether agreements exist at the level of the local branch about the extension of
the zipper principle on the entire candidate list (‘yes’ or ‘no’) and the appoint‐
ment of female head of list candidates (‘yes’ or ‘no’).5
The analyses in Sections 5 and 6 are first presented at the party level. This
allows us to examine whether differences can be observed between the various
parties and party families. In a next step, we present analyses for different sub‐
groups on a number of variables linked to parties’ level of internal feminisation.
First, a distinction is made on the basis of the gender of local party chair to test
any in-/outgroup effect (Niven, 1998). Second, we compare results for different
levels of female presence among the party memberships and executive
committees. Our cut-off point for the percentage of female party executives is
30%, in line with the critical mass argument (Dahlerup, 1988), which assumes
that if the percentage of women within an organisation exceeds a particular
threshold (often 30%), this might have positive effects on the woman-friendli‐
ness of existing practices. Given that the same argument does not apply to the
membership base, we use a different cut-off point of 40%. This cut-off point is
stricter because the threshold for becoming a member is lower and because the
cut-off point is closer to the variable median of 42%.
4 The Internal Feminisation of Local Party Branches
We now turn to the results for the internal feminisation of (Flemish) local party
branches and consider the integration of women as party members, executive
committee members and party leaders.
With regard to the number of female party members, we see that, on a gen‐
eral level, women make up on average 42% of the membership in 2006, 40% in
2012 and 41% in 2018. Hence, they remain under-represented, and the numbers
are stagnating, although low response rates for this question potentially affect
the overall results. Right-wing parties (N-VA and especially Vlaams Belang) are
less successful in attracting female members than other parties, which may come
as no surprise since leftist parties are generally considered to express a greater
commitment to representing disadvantaged groups in politics, including women
(Vandeleene, 2014).
Considering the number of women in executive committees, there is a clearer
positive evolution over time for all parties, although women also remain under-
represented at an average presence of 39%. The increase in female executive
members is most outspoken for N-VA: starting from a significant under-repre‐
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sentation (26%) in 2006, women now make up, on average, 39% of its executive
committee members. Averages in 2018 run around 40% for most other parties,
except Vlaams Belang, which presents (only) 34% of female executive committee
members.
Similarly to the evolution in local electoral politics (see Section 2), the highest
position in the local party branch – the leadership of the local party in this case –
remains dominated by men. On average, 16% of the local party chairs are women.
Groen is the most progressive in this regard, but Vlaams Belang is also doing
rather well. The latter is remarkable, since Vlaams Belang had the lowest percen‐
tages of women among their members and executive committees. Party ideology
again seems to play a role, as the highest number of female party chairs is found
among leftist parties.
Also noteworthy is the fact that local party branches chaired by women have
higher percentages of women in their membership bases and executive
committees, as compared with parties chaired by men. For example, the average
percentage of female party members in 2018 increases to 49%, and that of female
executive committee members to 44%, when the party leader is female. Based on
the available data, it is not possible to indicate the direction in which this interac‐
tion should be interpreted. On the one hand, we can assume that female leaders
act as some kind of role models and succeed in bringing more women to the party
(Franceschet, Krook & Piscopo, 2012). On the other hand, the better representa‐
tion of women among the lower echelons of the party can also increase the odds
that a woman is elected as chair of a local party branch (either because of the
Table 2 Women party and executive committee members and party leaders in



















Party member (N = 811) 54 46 36 40 39 31 42
Executive committee mem-
ber (N = 933)
36 37 26 35 33 27 35
Party leader (N = 813) 15 17 7 10 9 0 11
2012
Party member (N = 454) 43 46 35 39 42 33 40
Executive committee mem-
ber (N = 815)
40 41 27 39 37 29 35
Party leader (N = 799) 17 17 9 20 15 17 15
2018
Party member (N = 157) 45 44 36 41 42 34 41
Executive committee mem-
ber (N = 379)
41 39 39 40 39 34 39
Party leader (N = 426) 12 27 7 10 18 21 16
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larger supply of female aspirants and/or because of gendered recruitment and
advancement patterns in those parties).
The overall rather selective internal feminisation of local party branches, as previ‐
ously described, is relevant because of the important role local party chairs play in
the recruitment and selection of candidates for local electoral politics. The ques‐
tion is whether more feminised local party branches encounter fewer problems
attracting women candidates and are more supportive of structural measures to
promote gender equality among candidates. In Sections 5 and 6, we tackle these
questions consecutively.
5 Recruitment Practices and Feminisation
Do local party branches face problems related to the recruitment of (female or
male) candidates? Previous studies suggest that parties sometimes consider the
search for female candidates to be more difficult than that for male candidates,
because the former requires a more active recruitment (Erzeel & Meier, 2011). In
order to examine this issue, local party chairs were asked to indicate what kinds
of problems they encounter when recruiting male and female candidates for elec‐
tions. Table 3 provides an overview of these problems and the extent to which
they hold for male and female candidates. 
Table 3 Recruitment problems identified for male and female candidates



























CD&V ♂ 34 8 12 2 15
♀ 17 32 19 4 32
Groen ♂ 18 19 16 4 30
♀ 12 31 19 3 35
N-VA ♂ 42 11 8 1 15
♀ 20 38 16 2 38
Open VLD ♂ 47 17 23 10 20
♀ 23 40 33 17 40
Sp.a ♂ 31 22 22 15 36
♀ 11 39 31 18 36
Vlaams Belang ♂ 21 21 18 9 24
♀ 12 32 27 15 35
All parties ♂ 32 15 15 6 23
♀ 15 35 23 8 38
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Table 3 shows that only a small group of respondents indicate that they encoun‐
ter no problems in the recruitment of candidates. Gender differences exist for the
different criteria, and all criteria are seen as more problematic for female than for
male candidates. The biggest problems related to the recruitment of female candi‐
dates seem to be linked to the supply side, in that few women present themselves
spontaneously and there is a lack of interest among women in a political career
(note that the survey question does not allow us to grasp whether the latter is just
a feeling of local chairs or whether they echo the responses that they receive when
recruiting candidates). The two problems are arguably related: as women are not
interested in a political career, they will not present themselves spontaneously as
candidates. This also means that political parties have to actively search for
female candidates.
Looking at the party differences in Table 3, we notice that all parties experi‐
ence more problems with recruiting female candidates compared with male candi‐
dates, although differences are the smallest for Groen. Especially N-VA, Open
VLD and Sp.a chairs note a greater lack of interest among women than other par‐
ties. CD&V and N-VA chairs experience more political interest in male candidates
and fewer problems with male candidates presenting themselves spontaneously.
All in all, however, differences between party families remain small, which means
that a left-right ideological divide in gendered recruitment problems cannot be
deduced.
Table 4 Recruitment problems identified for male and female candidates –



























Party chair Male ♂ 34 14 16 7 23
♀ 16 36 24 9 39
Female ♂ 23 20 14 3 24
♀ 14 29 18 3 30
Female
members
< 40% ♂ 32 22 19 11 35
♀ 15 39 32 13 51
≥ 40% ♂ 42 22 22 8 33




< 30% ♂ 38 15 17 7 26
♀ 14 41 24 10 50
≥ 30% ♂ 34 17 17 7 25
♀ 18 37 25 8 38
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Further subgroup analyses illustrate that the differences between the politi‐
cal parties are to some extent correlated with the differences in the degree of
internal feminisation. As shown in Table 4, male party chairs experience more
problems in recruiting female candidates compared with female party chairs.
More male than female chairs witness a lack of interest in a political career among
women and find that fewer female candidates present themselves spontaneously.
This finding indicates that the recruitment of candidates is indeed gendered
(Bjarnegård, 2013): female party chairs generally have more women in their net‐
works and are therefore likely to experience fewer difficulties in attracting politi‐
cally interested women. This might also be explained from an outgroup perspec‐
tive (Niven, 1998), in which male party elites prefer candidates like themselves.
Parties with women in their highest ranks, on the other hand, are more likely to
display a higher commitment towards women candidates (Vandeleene, 2014).
Moreover, we see that in parties in which the membership base consists of
more than 40 percent of women, the problem of female candidates not spontane‐
ously presenting themselves is less apparent. As membership bases continue to be
an important recruitment pool for political parties (Scarrow, 2015), it comes as
no surprise that a higher number of female members results in a higher number
of female candidates presenting themselves spontaneously. The same holds for
political parties with an executive committee consisting of more than 30% of
women.
6 Structural Measures Promoting Feminisation
The final part of the analysis focuses on local party chairs’ support for, and adop‐
tion of, structural measures promoting the (external) feminisation of party poli‐
tics. We start with party chairs’ support for binding quotas for women and make a
distinction between party chairs’ attitudes towards quota regulations adopted by
the government and those adopted by the national party in Table 5. The findings
show that attitudinal support for gender quotas is overall relatively limited
Table 5 Support for binding quota regulations for women adopted by the
government or by the national party (in %)
Quota adopted by the
government (%)





Open VLD 33 24
Sp.a 54 51
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among local party chairs. Less than half of the group of respondents support
binding gender quotas, with this support being slightly higher for quotas adopted
by the government (43%) than for quotas adopted by the national party (37%).
This is an interesting finding for two reasons. First, the results reveal a rather
persistent negative attitude towards binding gender quotas expressed by local
party chairs. Twenty-five years after the introduction of the first quota acts in
Belgium, the majority of local chairs still remain unsupportive of binding gender
quotas. Compared with 2006 and 2012, the group of respondents calling into
question the necessity of legally gender quotas has decreased for every party fam‐
ily (see Celis et al., 2013 for a comparison). Yet more than half of the group of
local party chairs still find gender quotas unnecessary, which implies that the
resistance against such structural measures is quite tenacious. Second, and in
spite of the previous, local party chairs do have a (slightly) better opinion of quo‐
tas adopted by the government than of party quotas. This might indicate that the
existence of legally binding gender quotas, as adopted by the Belgian government,
has reduced the need identified by parties to have additional party quotas. This is
also in line with what previous studies have found in relation to the disappear‐
ance of formal rules related to gender in party statutes in recent years (Erzeel,
Meier & Vandeleene, 2018).
Support for quota regulations, moreover, differs between party families, and
these differences do seem to overlap with the left-right cleavage. Left-wing par‐
ties such as Groen and Sp.a are more prone to supporting binding gender quotas
than right-wing parties such as Open VLD, N-VA and Vlaams Belang. The centre
party CD&V holds the middle ground. The largest amount of support for both
types of quotas is found among green parties, where 73% and 57% of the party
chairs support gender quotas adopted by the government and the national party,
respectively. The strong support among green parties is in line with previous find‐
ings showing that ‘new left’ parties are front runners when it comes to the pro‐
motion of structural measures aimed at gender equality in politics (Kittilson,
2006). The lowest support for such measures is found among Vlaams Belang,
where only 10% of the chairs support government quotas and 19% support
national party quotas.
Finally, we also note that support for both types of quota regulations is
related: 73% of the respondents who are in favour of quota regulations adopted
by the government also support quota regulations adopted by the national party;
84% of the respondents in favour of national party quotas also support legally
binding quotas. Respondents do not make a distinction between different types
of gender quotas when they express their attitudes towards such structural meas‐
ures.
 Because previous studies have shown that the attitudes of politicians with
regard to gender quotas correlate with the degree of feminisation within their
party (Kittilson, 2006; Krook, 2009), Table 6 relates respondents’ support for
binding gender quotas to our three indicators of internal party feminisation: the
presence of a female chair, the percentage of female members and the percentage
of women in executive committees. The results, first of all, show that the amount
of support expressed for gender quotas is different for parties with a male or
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female chair. In parties with a female chair, the respondents give a much more
positive evaluation of both government and party quotas. These gender differ‐
ences persist even after controlling for party family. A substantial presence of
female members also plays a role. In parties where more than 40% of the mem‐
bers are women, respondents express higher levels of support for gender quota
regulations than in parties where the share of female members is lower. Differ‐
ences according to women’s presence among party executives exist as well: in par‐
ties where the percentage of female executive committee members is higher than
30%, respondents are slightly more likely to adopt a positive attitude towards
binding gender quotas than in parties where the percentage remains under 30%.
These differences are, nevertheless, small and insignificant. Overall, the results in
Table 6 suggest that the degree of feminisation within parties does play a role. In
line with earlier research, we find that positive attitudes towards binding gender
quotas are more likely to be found in parties that already show a higher degree of
party feminisation (Meier & Verlet, 2008b; Celis et al., 2013).
In addition to their general attitudes towards gender quota regulations,
respondents were also asked to indicate the extent to which their parties adopt
additional measures to promote gender equality on candidate lists. The Belgian
gender quota acts oblige parties to include an equal number of male and female
candidates on the entire list and to apply a zipper principle for the first two list
positions. However, the order of candidates on the entire list, as well as the pres‐
ence of women at the top of the list, are not determined by law in Flanders. The
survey therefore asked respondents to specify whether they apply a zipper princi‐
ple on the entire list and whether measures are taken to appoint female head of
list candidates. With such initiatives, Flemish parties show their willingness to
guarantee a gender balance on candidate lists that go beyond the legal obliga‐
tions. The question on the application of the zipper principle on the entire list is,
furthermore, interesting, because the list zipper principle has been adopted by
the Brussels and Walloon governments. Hence, the survey allows us to measure
the support among Flemish parties for a similar extension of the parity quotas.
In the 2018 survey, 32% of the local party branches indicated that they apply
a zipper principle on the entire list, and 23% indicated having taken measures to
appoint women at the top of the list (see Table 7). Only 8% of the party branches
combine both. The zipper principle seems, on average, slightly better established
than the choice of a female head of list, although this higher average score is
partly driven by the fact that a large majority of green local party branches have
adopted the zipper principle (73%). For all other parties, this percentage is much
lower; less than one-third of these parties strive for the alternation of women and
men on lists. Measures aimed at supporting female head of lists are less promi‐
nently present among the different parties. Less than one-fourth of the respond‐
ents indicate that their party has taken measures to improve women’s presence at
the top of the list. Differences between parties are small, and the effect of the
left-right cleavage seems to disappear, although Groen stands out as presenting
the highest percentage of party branches that have adopted a combination of
measures aimed at presenting a female head of list and applying the zipper princi‐
ple.
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Table 8 offers a subgroup analysis of parties’ adoption of additional measures
to promote gender equality by the level of party feminisation. We note that the
application of the zipper principle and measures to support female heads of lists
differs between parties with or without a female chair. Parties with a female chair
are significantly more likely to apply these additional measures, either separately
or in combination, than parties with a male chair. Perhaps surprisingly, and con‐
trary to what previous studies have found for earlier elections in Belgium (Celis et
al., 2013) or abroad (Kittilson, 2006), the feminisation of party members and
party executives is not (strongly) related to parties’ adoption of additional meas‐
ures. The adoption of the zipper principle is even lower in parties where more
women are present in executive committees (29%) compared with parties where
fewer women executive members are present (40%). This association is, however,
not statistically significant in the bivariate analysis. 
7 Conclusion
The observation that the number of women elected at the local level in Belgium
lags behind that characterising the other electoral levels served as the starting
point for our analyses. Demand-side factors, particularly the gatekeeping role
played by political parties, have so far received the least attention in studies on
Table 6 Support for binding quota regulations for women – subgroup analysis
(in %)
Quota adopted by the
government (%)
Quota adopted by the
national party (%)
Party chair Male 40 34
Female 69 63
Female members < 40% 34 32
≥ 40% 50 40
Women in executive
committees
< 30% 41 33
≥ 30% 44 39
Table 7 Adoption of additional measures to promote gender equality (in %)
Zipper principle (%) Female head of list
(%)
Both (%)
CD&V 27 20 10
Groen 73 30 21
N-VA 21 25 3
Open VLD 17 5 0
Sp.a 28 26 5
Vlaams Belang 24 24 10
All parties 32 (N = 266) 23 (N = 271) 8 (N = 260)
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gender and local politics. This article fills this gap by focussing on the ‘feminisa‐
tion’ of local party branches (Childs & Webb, 2011). Feminisation captures the
extent to which political parties promote the integration of women in the party.
Distinguishing between ‘internal’ and ‘external’ feminisation, this article tackles
both the integration of women in local party branches (internal feminisation) and
their integration as candidates, and, in particular, the existence of rules and prac‐
tices supporting female candidates in local electoral politics (external feminisa‐
tion).
In regard to the internal feminisation of Flemish local party branches, a posi‐
tive evolution over time can be noted, but women remain under-represented in
membership bases and executive committees. Also, the leadership of local party
branches is almost exclusively in the hands of men. Party ideology seems to be an
important denominator in this regard as the highest numbers of female party
members, executive committee members and party chairs are found among leftist
parties. An increase in the number of women in local electoral politics can be wit‐
nessed as well. However, the higher one climbs the ladder of local electoral poli‐
tics, the lower one finds the number of women to be.
In order to further explore how the internal feminisation of local party
branches might help us better understand the external feminisation of local elec‐
toral politics, we examined the recruitment problems local party branches
encounter and their support for, and adoption of, measures to promote gender
equality among candidates.
Our results demonstrate that recruiting candidates comes with challenges.
Local party chairs indicate that problems are being faced in regard to the recruit‐
ment of candidates and that all criteria are seen as more problematic for female
candidates than for male candidates. Local party chairs most notably refer to a
lack of interest in a political career among women. This seems to go hand in hand
with the level of internal feminisation of the local party branches as male party
chairs experience more problems in recruiting female candidates than do female
party chairs. This confirms the findings of previous studies that the recruitment
of political candidates is a gendered process (Bjarnegård, 2013).
Table 8 Adoption of additional measures to promote gender equality –








Party chair Male 31 19 5
Female 41 50 27
Female members < 40% 30 25 4
≥ 40% 34 24 9
Women in executive committees < 30% 40 21 10
≥ 30% 29 25 8
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When it comes to measures taken by local branches to promote gender equal‐
ity among candidates, support for gender quotas is rather limited among local
party chairs, even 25 years after the introduction of the first quota acts in Bel‐
gium. Party ideology again seems to play an important role as left-wing parties
are more prone to supporting binding gender quotas than right-wing parties. We
also witness differences in the amount of support for gender quotas related to the
gender of the party chair and the number of female party and executive commit‐
tee members. These findings indicate that the degree of feminisation within the
local branches does play a role in that parties showing a higher degree of (inter‐
nal) feminisation are more likely to have a positive attitude towards gender quo‐
tas.
Looking at the extent to which parties adopt additional measures to promote
gender equality on candidates’ lists (zipper principle, female head of list), parties
show only a limited willingness to go beyond the legal obligations. The zipper
principle is found to be slightly better established compared with the choice of a
female head of list, but the application of these measures differs between parties
with or without a female chair.
Taken together, our results show that processes of internal and external fem‐
inisation affect each other. In particular, the gender of the local party chair is
found to be very important. The presence of female role models, such as female
party chairs, positively affects the recruitment of female candidates. Further‐
more, female local chairs are found to be more in favour of binding gender quotas
and more likely to adopt additional measures to promote gender equality. This
can be linked to the notion of in- and outgroups (Niven, 1998), in which party
elites prefer candidates who look like themselves. However, further research is
needed to come to a better understanding of the uni- or bidirectional nature of
this causal link between internal and external feminisation.
These findings, taken together, further our understanding of how demand-
side factors shape the political representation of women in local politics and the
role played by ‘active women’ in the party (Kittilson, 2006), such as female party
chairs or executive committee members. However, our results also confirm the
claims made by recent studies that supply and demand dynamics are in many
ways interconnected (Josefsson, 2020; Piscopo & Kenny, 2020). The problems
that party chairs reportedly experience when recruiting and selecting candidates
give us a clearer understanding of how local party branches perceive the supply
side of the political process and how they eventually perceive male and female
candidates differently.
Furthermore, our results highlight that local politics is and continues to be a
male-dominated political biotope. Oftentimes, local party branches are seen as
training grounds for party members with political ambition (Clark, 2004) or as
the most apt to experiment with new forms of political representation and partic‐
ipation (Caluwaerts et al., 2013). The results uncovered here seem to contradict
these claims as women continue to encounter major barriers and party chairs are
rather reluctant to take more far-reaching measures to foster women’s represen‐
tation. Even though we see an increasing amount of internal feminisation of the
Flemish local party branches, this is reflected in the field of local electoral politics
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only to a limited extent. Consequently, the idea of the local level as a lifting mech‐
anism for a career in national politics does not seem to be echoed in reality. To
capture what is going on within local branches, and whether resistance and sex‐
ism are the root of this problem, requires more in-depth qualitative research.
Notes
1 Data retrieved from https://igvm-iefh.belgium.be/nl/activiteiten/politiek/cijfers (at
28 November 2019).
2 In that sense, we prefer the use of the term ‘external feminisation’ rather than
‘descriptive representation’ because the latter mainly refers to women’s numerical
representation in politics, whereas the former also includes measurements of parties’
support for, and application of, measures to redress women’s under-representation.
3 The survey question was the following: Did your party encounter one or more of the
following problems in its search for suitable candidates? We distinguish between male
and female candidates. If your party did not experience any problems, you may indi‐
cate that.
4 The survey questions were the following: “In some cases, the government imposes
binding quotas. Do you think this is or would be justified for the following groups:
women” (answer: yes/no); “Do you think the national party leadership may impose
binding quotas for: women?” (answer: yes/no).
5 The survey question was the following: “Do agreements exist within your local party
branch regarding [the pursuit of] a gender balance that go beyond the obligations
imposed by the government?” (answer: yes/no).
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